
She is Not Speaking For You –
Nancy Pelosi Clan Are Owned
By China
- 60 Minutes 'Cleantech Crash' and 'Congress Trading On
Insider Information' segments expose how Feinstein and
Pelosi are Chinese Puppets

by Charles "Sam" Faddis, Former CIA Officer
 

President Trump announced Tuesday that he was immediately
suspending funding to the World Health Organization (WHO).
The State Department was otherwise poised to hand over to the
WHO $893 million over the next two years. The President’s move
came in response to the actions of the WHO and particularly its
Director, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, in defending China’s
handling of the coronavirus pandemic. Estimates are that 95% of
the deaths worldwide from the ongoing pandemic could have
been avoided had Chinese authorities not lied about the scope
of the outbreak and had instead warned the world of the scope
of the problem on their soil.

In making the announcement that funding would be withheld
the President also noted that an investigation was being
launched into the actions of the WHO stating that the WHO had
put “political correctness over lifesaving measures” and that
the WHO was “China-centric.”

http://andmagazine.com/talk/author/samfaddis/
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/china-could-have-reduced-coronavirus-cases-by-95-avoided-global-pandemic-study


“We have deep concerns over whether America’s generosity has
been put to the best use possible,” Trump said. He noted that
the WHO had a duty to warn the world of what was really
happening in China and that “The WHO failed in this duty and
must be held accountable.” He added that the WHO had also
ignored “credible information” in December 2019 that the virus
could be transmitted from human to human.

Wednesday, the Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi attacked
President Trump’s decision, saying it was “dangerous” and
“illegal.” She vowed to fight the decision and to maintain
funding to the WHO.

The senior member of the United States House of
Representatives confronting the President and vowing to go to
the mat and ensure that almost a billion dollars of the taxpayers’
money be handed over to an international organization at the
same time the average American – out of work and locked down
– is struggling to pay the rent and buy groceries? Strange.

Or maybe not that strange.

The real issue here is China and holding it and its minions – like
WHO Director Ghebreyesus – accountable for the damage its lies
and disinformation have done to global efforts to combat the
pandemic. And, when it comes to China, Pelosi chose sides a
long time ago.

Pelosi may present herself as the defender of the little guy. She is
anything but. In 2018 her net worth was roughly $160 million.
She is married to Paul Pelosi who runs a top tier investment and
real estate firm in San Francisco. Over the course of decades, as
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Nancy has risen through the ranks of the Democratic Party, the
Pelosi’s have gotten fabulously wealthy.

There have been any number of allegations over the decades
that Nancy and her husband have profited in ways that are
clearly illegal from the access a senior politician enjoys. Over a
span of years, Nancy Pelosi used her influence to steer more
than $1 billion to the expansion of a light rail line into a San
Francisco neighborhood where her husband owned commercial
property and in which business associates of his then purchased
additional properties. The value of real estate in the area
exploded with the arrival of light rail, and the Pelosi’s made a
killing. 
 
There has also been an almost unending number of allegations
that Paul Pelosi has benefited from what is known as insider
trading. That is, he has made sometimes enormous purchases of
stocks based on information allegedly provided to him by Nancy,
who was privy to sensitive, non-public information by way of her
position.

The most recent example occurred earlier this year. Nancy Pelosi
had meetings in mid-February where she was handed secret
information about the Coronavirus that the rest of the country
was not given. Immediately following those meetings Paul Pelosi
made massive purchases of stocks in tech companies in which
he had not previously invested. All those companies have since
substantially outperformed the market, and Pelosi has made
huge profits.

https://freebeacon.com/issues/pelosis-husband-invested-solar-
firm-weeks-lucrative-expansion/
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In 2014 Paul Pelosi invested in a company called SunEdison
solar energy. Shortly thereafter with the assistance of his wife,
SunEdison received $1 billion in federal subsidies.

There is something else at work here, however. Paul Pelosi does
not just buy and sell commercial real estate. He doesn’t just cash
in on his wife’s influence and privileged status. He invests, and
much of that investment is in Asia generally and China
specifically.

Nancy Pelosi has long condemned the outsourcing of
manufacturing jobs to foreign countries by American
corporations. But the Pelosi’s investment portfolio contains no
investments in any domestic manufacturing companies. Instead,
it has extensive holdings in dozens of companies such as Cisco,
Sun Microsystems, Apogee Networks, and Netclerk that
outsource jobs and have non-unionized workforces.

According to her 2011 financial disclosure statement, Pelosi
received between $1 million and $5 million in partnership
income from Matthews International Capital Management
LLC, a group, which brags about its “singular focus on
investing in Asia.” Paul Pelosi was listed as one of the Directors of
Matthews International Capital when it was formed in 2010. Funds
managed by the company include the Asian Growth and Income
Fund, the China Dividend Fund, the Pacific Tiger Fund, and the
China Fund.

The description of the Matthews China Fund reads in part,
“Under normal market conditions, the Matthews China Fund
seeks to achieve its investment objective by investing at least
80% of its net assets, which include borrowings for investment
purposes, in the common and preferred stocks of companies
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located in China.” The most recent SEC report for Matthews
International shows huge stock holdings in Chinese
companies like BiliBili, China Mobile, Huazhu Grou, Weibo
and Yum China Holdings. Matthews has $24 billion in
investments under management.

Paul Pelosi’s longtime business partner is San Francisco
investment banker William Hambrecht. At various points, Paul
has had holdings in at least a half dozen companies tied to
Hambrecht’s investment banking firm WR Hambrecht and Co.
Hambrecht has also been invited more than once to Washington,
D.C. by Nancy Pelosi and introduced by her as an economic
expert. Nancy and Paul’s son, Paul Jr., worked for Hambrecht for
several years.

WR Hambrecht specializes in Asian investments and earned Paul
Pelosi somewhere from $100,000 to $1 million in income in 2011.
As of that date, Paul Pelosi also maintained a brokerage account
with Hambrecht’s firm worth $500,000 to $1 million.

The Pelosi’s are America’s 21st century 1%. They have not gotten
wealthy building industries here or employing Americans. They
have gotten rich by betting on the rising economy of a
totalitarian Communist regime and a globalist agenda that
consigns the average American to irrelevance.

The pandemic has changed none of that. As the world trundled
toward crisis earlier this year, Paul Pelosi exercised stock options
he owned to buy huge numbers of shares in Amazon. Americans
locked down at home, out of work and watching their savings
vanish are now more than ever forced to rely upon Amazon and
purchase made- in -China products online. The Pelosi’s are
getting rich off that misfortune.
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As we go forward after the pandemic and contemplate how to
change the nature of our relationship with China and “decouple,”
Nancy and her husband and all of their globalist friends are “the
opposition” we will have to overcome. You may think climbing in
bed with Beijing and its cronies was a very bad idea. The Pelosi’s
beg to differ.

Nancy may be Speaker. She’s not speaking for you she and
Feinstein are speaking for CHINA! 
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Feinstein's Ties To China Go Way Deeper
Than An Alleged ...

S https://thefederalist.com/2018/08/08/sen-dianne-feinsteins-
ties-china-go-way-deeper-alleged-office-spy/
Shortly thereafter, Feinstein, then mayor of San Francisco,
established a "sister city" relationship with Shanghai, one of the
earliest and most robust such relationships in U.S.-China history
...
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Feinstein, Husband Hold Strong China
Connections - Los ...

S https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1997-03-28-mn-
43046-story.html
The potential for conflict between Feinstein's and Blum's
parallel China interests increased after Feinstein was elected to
the Senate in 1992 and Blum formed Newbridge in 1994 with
more than ...
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Details Surface About Dianne Feinstein
And The Chinese Spy ...

S https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2018/08/01/details-chinese-
spy-dianne-feinstein-san-francisco/
New details emerged Wednesday about how a mole for the
government of communist China managed to stay by Senator
Dianne Feinstein's side for nearly 20 years.

https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2018/08/01/details-chinese-spy-dianne-feinstein-san-francisco/
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Richard Blum, Dianne Feinstein's Husband:
5 Fast Facts ...

S https://heavy.com/news/2018/09/richard-blum-dianne-
feinstein-husband/
Richard Blum is a wealthy investment banker and philanthropist
married to Senator Dianne Feinstein. Go to main menu ... State
Dinner for China's President President Xi ... business
connections to ...
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Biden's Alleged Financial Ties To China
Overshadow His ...

S https://thefederalist.com/2019/05/02/bidens-alleged-financial-
ties-u-s-enemy-china-overshadow-2020-bid/
If the silence over Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA)'s favorable
policies towards China, her family's profiting from China-linked
investments and the Chinese spy on her staff for 20 years is any
...
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Feinstein's China Ties Go Way Deeper Than
Alleged Spy ...

S
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/2018/08/08/feinstein039s_chin
a_ties_go_way_deeper_than_alleged_spy_449898.html
Feinstein's China Ties Go Way Deeper Than Alleged Spy. Ben
Weingarten, The Federalist August 8, 2018. AP Photo/J. Scott
Applewhite. Sen. Dianne Feinstein's warm relationship with and
advocacy for ...
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Dianne Feinstein was an easy mark for
China's spy

S https://nypost.com/2018/08/08/dianne-feinstein-was-an-easy-
mark-for-chinas-spy/
Aug 8, 2018China investments have helped make Feinstein,
who lives in a $17 million mansion in San Francisco and keeps a
$5 million vacation home in Hawaii, one of the richest members
in Congress.
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Did Senator Dianne Feinstein Employ a
Chinese Spy?

S https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/feinstein-chinese-spy/
Former intelligence officials told me that Chinese intelligence
once recruited a staff member at a California office of U.S.
Senator Dianne Feinstein, and the source reported back to
China about ...

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/feinstein-chinese-spy/
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Is Dianne Feinstein the Most Corrupt
Senator in the United ...

S https://pjmedia.com/michaelledeen/difi-and-the-red-chinese/
Is Dianne Feinstein the Most Corrupt Senator in the United
States? ... Given the type of information Senator Feinstein had
access to and China's position as a top foreign adversary of the
United ...
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The troubling reason why Biden is so soft
on China

S https://nypost.com/2019/05/11/the-troubling-reason-why-
biden-is-so-soft-on-china/
May 11, 2019Why is Joe Biden so warm toward China? Last week,
Biden raised eyebrows when he shrugged off concerns over the
China threat. "Come on, man," Biden said. "I mean, you know,
they're not bad ...
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